
TOULOUSE - 07 March 

Race 1 

1. MIA LADY - 1L fifth in a course claimer over 2000m on fourth start. More needed back in a maiden. 

2. FRENCH ENNZIYA - Unplaced in four outings thus far. Plenty to find on form. 

3. WHIPY - Held 12L fifth in a Pau maiden over 2000m on debut. Needs improvement. 

4. WISNA - 2L fourth in a stronger Cagnes sur Mer turf maiden over 1500m latest. Increase in trip could suit. 

5. LOSADA - 5L fourth in a turf maiden at Cagnes sur Mer over 2000m on first start. Go well. 

6. WIND OF LIGHT - Two placings from three career starts to date. Could find a placing. 

7. ZIROCHKA - Four placings from six starts in similar company thus far. Each way option but vulnerable to 

more progressive types. 

8. IALLA DE BOZOULS - Fair fourth on debut in a course maiden on debut over 2000m. May progress. 

9. BROOKLYN AFFAIRS - Midfield in a Pau AW maiden on first outing. Could improve. 

10. FRAGILE PLANET - Good runner up on deep ground in a course maiden over 2000m last month. Key 

player second up. 

11. KEPPARTI - Well supported third in a Mont de Marsan maiden over 1600m first up. Consider. 

Summary 

FRAGILE PLANET (10) produced a fine debut effort when runner up in a course maiden over 2000m. Key 

player with improvement likely on second career start. KEPPARTI (11) is another who could step up on a 

good debut after finishing third at Mont de Marsan. Consider. WISNA (4) may improve on a 2L fourth 

delivering third start in a stronger Cagnes sur Mer turf maiden with the step up in trip a positive. ZIROCHKA 

(7) can make the frame following four placings from six starts. 

Selections 

FRAGILE PLANET (10) - KEPPARTI (11) - WISNA (4) - ZIROCHKA (7)  



Race 2 

1. QAISER - 10L third in a similar course maiden over 2000m on first start. May improve. 

2. PONT MIRABEAU - Third in a course maiden over 2000m on good to soft ground second up. In the mix. 

3. LORD CHOP - One placing in five maidens thus far. Needs marked improvement. 

4. CRYSTAL AWAY - Beaten a long way in three starts. Impossible to recommend. 

5. SINGLEDON - 7L fourth in an AW maiden over 2000m third up. More needed. 

6. MERVEILLO - Placed on both starts including a good second at Cagnes sur Mer 48 days ago. Leading 

chance. 

7. ABRAAJ - Unraced Shalaa gelding who profiles well on first outing. Keep safe. 

8. LET THERE BE ROCK - Unraced Fastnet Rock colt. Market check advised. 

Summary 

MERVEILLO (6) could mount a bold bid on his third career start following two placings to date including a 

good second at Cagnes sur Mer. Leading hope. ABRAAJ (7) looks set for a forward showing on first attempt. 

By leading young sire Shalaa and profiles well. PONT MIRABEAU (2) is in the mix after finishing third in a 

course maiden over 2000m on good to soft ground second up. QAISER (1) can be considered after a fine 

first run. May improve. 

Selections 

MERVEILLO (6) - ABRAAJ (7) - PONT MIRABEAU (2) - QAISER (1)  



Race 3 

1. RIZZICHOP - 4L third in an AW handicap at Pau over this trip 39 days ago. Others preferred. 

2. DIAMOND CITY - Down the field in a similar course and distance handicap 20 days ago. Others hold 

stronger claims. 

3. BAILEYS DIABLE - Two wins from four starts over track and trip including a 1L victory latest. Top chance. 

4. TORANCIA - Consistent on the AW this term and enters each way calculations if translating back to turf.  

5. BIBI VOICE - Four time winner at this trip and fine third over course and distance on reappearance. 

Thereabouts. 

6. TRUST IN YOU - Fourth in a claimer latest and has a poor record at this journey. Look elsewhere. 

7. ESPERITUM - No worthwhile form in three starts since resuming. Others readily preferred. 

8. BAILEYS BALLE - 6L ninth when last seen over course and distance. Others have stronger turf form. 

9. STAR CHIEF - 1L scorer in this class here over 1400m prior to AW flop latest. Genuine chance back on 

turf. 

10. CENTAURUS - Four placings from seven starts at this track but held in this company 20 days ago. Others 

more persuasive. 

11. BORN TO BE - Beaten out of sight in a similar track and trip handicap 20 days ago. Hard to enthuse. 

12. SWISS BANK - Improved 1L runner up in a course and distance handicap last month. Player. 

13. GAETANO DONIZETTI - 6L sixth in a track and journey handicap last month. Something to find with a 

few of these. 

14. JUMPIN' JACK FLASH - Underwhelming AW starts this campaign but could do better back in a turf 

handicap. 

Summary 

SWISS BANK (12) delivered an improved 1L runner up spot in a course and distance handicap. Leading 

player. BAILEYS DIABLE (3) is likely to feature prominently after winning in this grade over track and trip. 

Notable runner. TORANCIA (4) can be considered for a frame position after consistent AW efforts this 

campaign. Keep in mind back on turf. One to keep safe is STAR CHIEF (9) who is forgiven an AW 

disappointment latest. Genuine contender back on turf. 

Selections 

SWISS BANK (12) - BAILEYS DIABLE (3) - TORANCIA (4) - STAR CHIEF (9)  



Race 4 

1. MILK BAR - Won a stronger handicap on the AW prior to disappointing in a claimer latest. Suitable target 

back on this surface. 

2. CAROLINGIEN - Yet to find a placing in five attempts at this distance. Unlikely to feature. 

3. SILVER POKER - Struggled in tougher company recently but this drop in class could spark some 

improvement. 

4. GRISGRISES - One placing from nine career starts. Look elsewhere. 

5. GOLDEN TEA - 18 race maiden who was beaten a long way on reappearance. Impossible to recommend. 

6. PREMIER AVRIL - 3L scorer in this grade on the AW three back. In the mix on return to this surface.  

7. JAVEA - 4L fifth in a similar Mont de Marsan handicap 24 days ago. More needed. 

8. MAGIC WHY - Fair efforts in this company since resuming but has something to find on form to trouble 

the principles. 

9. SERAPHIM - 18L defeat in a claimer on second start since resuming. Minor role likely. 

10. SAGA DAYDREAM - No worthwhile form this campaign to suggest anything but a minor role likely. 

11. SUGAR BAY - Down the field in both starts since resuming. No appeal. 

12. LA MISS - 1L runner up in a similar course and distance handicap on reappearance. Major player. 

13. MATHIX - Eighth in previous two starts in handicap company on the AW. May improve switching back to 

turf. 

14. DANTZIG CHOP - Down the field in a similar handicap at Mont de Marsan on reappearance. Best ignored. 

Summary 

LA MISS (12) finished a 1L runner up in a similar track and journey handicap on reappearance. Top chance 

if building on that. PREMIER AVRIL (6) delivered a 3L victory in this standard on the AW three starts ago. 

Firmly in the mix on return to turf. SILVER POKER (3) could be set for an improved performance having been 

contesting stronger handicaps. MILK BAR (1) ran below expectations on the AW at Pau latest but could 

improve back on turf. Keep in mind. 

Selections 

LA MISS (12) - PREMIER AVRIL (6) - SILVER POKER (3) - MILK BAR (1)  



Race 5 

1. FREE BREATH - Narrow scorer over course and distance in this grade and four wins from five starts over 

this trip. Notable runner. 

2. MR SUNSHINE - Disappointing sixth on reappearance but may improve second up. Considered. 

3. HAPPY CHRISNAT - 4L scorer in similar company prior to down the field efforts subsequently. Could 

improve eased in class after a break. 

4. TEMPS DU REVE - 1L victory on sole course and distance start prior to disappointing eighth on the AW 

on reappearance. Do not discount.  

5. THE FUNK BIBLE - 8L fifth in a similar course handicap over 2000m third up. Others more persuasive. 

6. BODNAKOV - Two placings from three course outings but something to find with the principles. 

7. MAVALA - Breakthrough victory in an Amiens handicap over 2900m 92 days ago. This looks tougher. 

8. WHITE CARD - Held in previous five outings at this venue including a 9L seventh on reappearance. Limited 

appeal. 

9. BURN ONE DOWN - Six placings from 12 career starts and fair third in this company here 20 days ago. 

Placing on the cards. 

10. EVINERUDE - 1L runner up over course and distance four back and may build on an improving second 

last time out. Contender. 

11. BOARD MEMBER - Held 10L eighth in a Mont de Marsan claimer 24 days ago. Others preferred. 

12. SON OF SPIRIT - Unplaced in five career outings. May need this after lengthy absence.  

Summary 

EVINERUDE (10) posted a 1L runner up spot over track and trip four starts ago and could build on a solid 

second last time out. Genuine contender. FREE BREATH (1) is a model of consistency with four wins from 

five starts over this distance and won his previous outing in this grade here. Notable runner. TEMPS DU 

REVE (4) is respected as a winner on sole start over course and distance. Do not discount. HAPPY 

CHRISNAT (3) has a place chance eased in class after a break. 

Selections 

EVINERUDE (10) - FREE BREATH (1) - TEMPS DU REVE (4) - HAPPY CHRISNAT (3)  



Race 6 

1. EMBERATOR - 4L sixth in a stronger event here over 2000m 101 days ago. Each way option. 

2. SALAF - Breakthrough 2L success on four career outing here over this journey. Could replicate. 

3. ALHARETH - 15L sixth in a G2 2000m La Teste event 184 days ago. Eased in grade but may need this. 

4. SAFI AL ZAMAN - Off the mark on third career start with 1L success at Pau over 2000m. Thereabouts. 

5. SARHAN - Two placings from four maidens thus far. New trip but others preferred. 

6. HOGGAR DE L'ARDUS - Commanding 6L success on sole start at Montauban. Unexposed and rates 

highly. 

7. QAISAR - Good 1L fourth on debut at Pau over 2000m last month. In the mix with improvement likely.  

8. AL ABJAR - Unplaced in five career starts. First time blinkers enlisted. 

9. ALGHANNY - Fine second on debut at Pau over 2000m last month. Key player if building on that promising 

start. 

10. ALGRAIN - Down the field at Agen on first career outing. Marked improvement needed. 

11. NAFE'EH - Disappointing ninth after a fair run on second start. Minor role likely. 

12. NAMOUS DE MONLAU - Yet to place in six career outings but an improved effort on reappearance. 

Placing within reach if can continue progress. 

13. SABIRAH - Improved fifth on four career start over 1400m here 109 days ago. Upped in distance. 

14. GASSAB - First time starter for the son of Dahor de Brugere. Market check advised. 

15. IRLANDE DES VIALETTES - 5L fourth on sole start. Open to improvement. 

Summary 

ALGHANNY (9) finished second on debut at Pau over 2000m last month. Key player if able to build on that 

promising start. HOGGAR DE L'ARDUS (6) won by a commanding 6L on debut at Montauban. Completely 

unexposed and rates highly. QAISAR (7) is another to consider following a 1L fourth on first outing at Pau 

over 2000m. In the mix with progress likely. SAFI AL ZAMAN (4) was off the mark on third career start. 

Thereabouts. 

Selections 

ALGHANNY (9) - HOGGAR DE L'ARDUS (6) - QAISAR (7) - SAFI AL ZAMAN (4)  



Race 7 

1. NIGHT FEVER - Undefeated over this trip and fine second here in this class prior to disappointing seventh 

latest. Thereabouts. 

2. EL INGRATO - 2L runner up in a similar heavy ground Mont de Marsan handicap over 2000m two back. 

Contender if bouncing back to that form. 

3. TEN AIR - Held fourth in an easier Auch handicap on reappearance. Others preferred. 

4. BLUE BLUE EYES - Refused to start over 2650m at Auch a fortnight ago. Capable but risky proposition. 

5. SLON HE - Beaten out of sight in an easier Limoges handicap 98 days previously. Impossible to 

recommend. 

6. KROKMOU - 6L fifth on debut in a Mont de Marsan event over 2450m. May improve. 

7. GONERIL - Held fifth in this company at Mont de Marsan 24 days ago. More needed. 

8. RIKOLETA - Unraced Rajsaman mare. Market check advised. 

Summary 

EL INGRATO (2) produced a 2L runner up position in a similar heavy ground handicap at Mont de Marsan 

over 2000m on penultimate start. Genuine contender if bouncing back after a modest run latest. NIGHT 

FEVER (1) is in contention with one win from one start over this journey. Thereabouts. KROKMOU (6) is 

worth keeping in mind for a frame visit if building on a promising fifth on debut. Scope for progress. RIKOLETA 

(8) could have a say in the finish on first start. Profiles well. 

Selections 

EL INGRATO (2) - NIGHT FEVER (1) - KROKMOU (6) - RIKOLETA (8)  



Race 8 

1. NORWEGIAN SIR - 5L fourth in this company over 1600m at Cagnes sur Mer 44 days ago. May finish in 

the money. 

2. BAYOUN - Ultra consistent individual who has earned a cheque in 19 of 22 outings including over track 

and trip two back. Each way player. 

3. VYKOV - Five victories from seven starts including 2L Machecoul victory in easier company on 

reappearance. Player. 

4. MAKHZEN - 3L third in a weaker handicap over 1600m here last month. Others more progressive. 

5. GOD SAVE THE KING - Heavy defeats in all seven starts to date. Thoroughly ignored. 

6. EL MANSOUR - One placing from 51 starts. Easily dismissed. 

7. EXPLORE THE SHORE - Yet to place in 45 career outings. Ignore. 

8. MRS WORTHINGTON - 20 race maiden but improved efforts since resuming with two placings in this 

class. Not discounted for a frame spot. 

Summary 

BAYOUN (2) may be rewarded for consistency following 19 placings from 22 outings including over course 

and distance on penultimate start. Could dominant this small field and rates highly. VYKOV (3) is a regular 

winner with five victories from seven starts. Could take this step up in class in his stride after a 2L Machecoul 

win latest. NORWEGIAN SIR (1) is a considered after posting a fourth last time in a similar Cagnes sur Mer 

AW handicap. MRS WORTHINGTON (8) could fill a placing third up after improved form since resuming. 

Selections 

BAYOUN (2) - VYKOV (3) - NORWEGIAN SIR (1) - MRS WORTHINGTON (8) 


